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Dedication

The writing of this book has been a wonderful transformative experience for many

marketers, entrepreneurs, marketing students, and business professionals around the

world.  Having said that, we dedicate this book to the following people:

Colby Chang

Professor Morgan

Professor Garbe

Professor Hamiltton

The entire communication department at Arizona State University



After reading this book you should:

● Understand what social advertising is

● Recognize the best cost-effective solutions on social media advertising

● Identify the advantages of social media advertising

● Find out how to create a social media advertising strategy

● Assimilate targeting options, add objectives, types of ads, and how to measure

ads on the following social media platforms: Facebook, Instagram, Twitter,

Snapchat, Pinterest, and YouTube

● And much, much, more!

Small businesses should consider leveraging social media platforms as a vital

tool for showcasing their value and their products and services.  As a small business

owner, you probably have used common marketing strategies, such as print advertising,

to promote your products and/or services, however, social media platforms have

become an essential element for small businesses to both boost revenues and scale

their business.



Social media advertising is perfect for reaching your target audience. A recent

study reveals that more than 40% of small businesses gained new clients last year due

to constantly posting on social media.

Additionally, more than 80% of small businesses who successfully market

themselves on social media focus on improving social media presence for growing their

business.

Unfortunately, it's becoming more challenging for organic content to be shared on

social media due to changing algorithms and increased competition.  However, social

media can still assist  small businesses reach their audience.



Why do Successful Small Businesses Prefer Social Media

Advertising Over Traditional Marketing?

Traditional advertising is becoming obsolete because social media is where

people spend most of their time.  Besides, these platforms are the most cost-effective

solutions for small businesses advertising.



For instance, it's possible to reach 1,000 people using social media platforms at

an average cost of $2.50 while direct mail costs approximately $56, television $27,

printing ads $16, radio $10, and billboards $5. If you're a small business owner with a

marketing budget of $500, which advertising tool will you use?

The answer is simple: social media platforms.

Social media advertising lets you connect with more people giving you a positive

return on investment. Besides, social media platforms let you get potential customers

directly, making the campaign more effective than other forms of advertising.

Benefits Of Social Media Advertising



There are many advantages of implementing a social media strategy to promote

your service offering and value proposition.  For instance, advertising insights are

almost non-existent from old-school marketing methods.

Here are more benefits of using social media advertising to promote your  small

business:

● Enhance brand awareness

● Boost social and website traffic

● Increase leads and higher conversion rates

● Affordable

● Metrics

● Customer insights

● Promote loyalty brand

● Boost sales and revenue

● Better search engine rankings

● Easier to reach a target audience

● Better reach



Please note that the key to achieving the above benefits is to have an accurate

social media advertising strategy, it's your job to develop a marketing strategy that

effectively targets the right customers, using valuable content, creating the correct ad

copy while staying within a reasonable budget.

7 Steps For Creating A Powerful and Effective Social Media

Advertising Strategy

Social media advertising for small businesses owners is the best way to reach

out to target audiences and clients worldwide. It's essential to understand that this

technology helps you customize your goals and demands, such as boosting traffic to

your site or finding more leads.

Small businesses owners can't ignore this marketing method anymore, especially

now that the way we do business has been transformed. You must follow seven steps if

you want to create a powerful and effective social media advertising strategy.

1. Determine your Goals



The first step for developing a social media campaign is to establish your goals.

It's crucial to decide if you want to boost web traffic, capture more leads, increase sales,

or promote clicks and views. Regardless of which platform you prefer, goals will guide

when and where to place your social media ads.

2. Define your Target Market

Before starting a social media campaign, it's crucial to define your target market.

As a  small business owner, it is vital to create a persona to know where your target

market spends their time.

When you know who your target audience is, it's easier to determine which

platform to use.  For instance, you can place ads for those Facebook business page

followers.

Please don't forget to consider your audience demographic, interests, and

behavior data. Knowing all of this info allows you to create an effective social media

strategy. For example, Facebook and Instagram give advertisers different targeting

attributes, so it's wise to take advantage of this data to create an effective campaign.

Remember, a profitable social media campaign must consider your potential

customer cycle graphic and demographic data.



3. Choose Social Media Platforms

Once you establish your marketing campaign goals and target audience, it's time

to choose platforms to place your ads. The key for selecting the right social media

platform is to focus on those channels where your target market spends time.  For

example, LinkedIn is perfect For real estate agents and business-to-business

transactions, however, if you are in the dog walking business, Instagram or Snapchat

work better as they are more personal and communicate Lifestyle businesses much

more effectively.

We recommend always paying attention to the demographic data for each social

media channel. Take the time to analyze each platform's demographics and statistics for

using the optimal platform for your demands.

4. Establish a Marketing Budget

Even though social media marketing is more cost-effective than traditional

advertising, it's still vital to establish a budget for your campaign. Knowing how much

money you want to spend on the ads is crucial, especially if it's your first campaign to

advertise your small businesses service offering.



Keep in mind that social media campaigns' cost varies from platform to platform

and from goal to goal, so it's wise to establish a marketing budget for each media

channel.



How do I set an advertising and marketing budget?

The standard practice in marketing and advertising is that you reinvest 2 to 8% of

your gross revenue back into marketing and advertising.  For example, if you are a real

estate agent, and you sell a property and receive a $30,000 commission check, then

you should account $600-$2,400 for advertising and marketing expenses.  Additionally,

there are four different models of advertising budgeting, which is mentioned below.  For

setting an advertising and marketing budget,  the most common practice approach is

setting aside 6-8% of your gross revenue as an expense to reinvest into advertising.

Using the real estate agents again, as an example, if you sold a property for $1,000,000



and received a $30,000 commission check then you would reinvest $1,800- $2,400 into

your marketing and advertising.

Another technique for setting a marketing and advertising budget is considering

how much revenue you want to bring in and investing 2-8% of that number into

advertising. For example, if Ford wants to sell a car for $20,000 then they will add $500

to the price of a vehicle and spend that extra $500 markup  on advertising that specific

vehicle. In other words, if you were a real estate agent, and you wanted to receive a

$30,000 commission check you would invest $600 into advertising.

Finally, the least popular method for setting an advertising budget is looking at

how much revenue you brought in last year, or quarter, and adjusting your advertising

expenses to meet your desired financial goals in the upcoming fiscal quarter.

5. Consider the Ad Format

It's crucial to not only consider the type of ad you want to place, however, it is

equally important to know exactly what social media platform, and which marketing

medium your target audience prefers consuming, so that you maximize your marketing

budget, receive a favorable cost-per-click rate, and maximize conversions. Having said



that, social media platforms offer different ad formats, so it's important to understand the

advantages that each one has to offer.



6. Design an Ad Funnel

If you're using a social media advertising strategy, it's imperative to consider the

ad funnel. An ad funnel is a plan that portrays how prospects will move throughout the

funnel until they become buyers. The funnel considers every step of the customer's

journey from the attention phase to the action stage.



Please note that social media advertising strategy allows you to retarget

customers that enter the ad funnel with a free e-Book or something valuable.

7. Create the Ad

The final step is to create the ad and all the elements you will use, such as call to

action buttons, gifts, or Free offering that alliance with your value proposition. It's

essential to focus on the social media platform's ads guide to avoid the ad being

rejected.



Always consider which device the ad will appear on. If the ad is created for

mobile devices, ensure that the images and content are upgraded to fit the screen. We

recommend always using A.B. testing to determine which one performs better.

Advertising on Facebook

Unfortunately, due to Facebook algorithm change, it's challenging to have a high

organic reach for your small business.  Additionally, if your Facebook friends, or one of

your followers, saw your Facebook post there's a high probability that they are not your

target audience or somebody who will help scale your business.   Having said that, it's



essential to use targeted Facebook ads to market your service offering to your target

audience.

It's imperative to create a business page on Facebook. Facebook's business

page is more professional than posting from your account as it gives you access to

page analytics and allows you to promote posts to your customers, followers, and

prospects.



Make sure to use posts with images and video as they achieve better results on

Facebook. We recommend always using fascinating photos with every publication.

The Facebook algorithm supports posts that get a lot of share, engagement, and

interaction. It's wise to promote comments by asking people questions.



A great marketing strategy for  small businesses owners is to endorse a contest

to increase your follower count and boost your businesses page.

Please note that Instagram is part of Facebook, so together, they have the

largest share of advertising reach.

Facebook Ads Manager

Facebook ads manager is the tool you use to design and oversee Facebook and

Instagram ads. It's here where you design and run ads and evaluate your campaign

performance.

Since you're a small business owner, it's crucial to know that Facebook allows

you to have multiple targeting options such as addresses, country, city, location, market

area, state, ZIP code, and more.

Make sure to properly define which area you're going to serve to create an

effective campaign.

Besides, Facebook also allows you to define your target audience by:

Demographics: age, education, gender, language, job title, parents, generation,

income, ethnicity, homeownership, office type, etc.



Interests: relationships, shopping, hobbies, activities, entertainment, sports, fitness,

wellness, and more

By connection: people who like a page, an event, friends of members who follow your

page, exclude your page followers.

Behavior: Purchase nature, real estate, automotive, financial, mobile device user,

online activities, B2B, charitable events, etc.





Facebook allows you to exclusively target a custom audience or similar audiences based

on data you already have about your prospects and customers like email, telephone numbers,

website visitors, and more.

Instagram

Instagram ads for  small businesses owners are similar to Facebook as they are also

created and managed through Facebook ads manager.



This social media platform is a very prevalent channel for younger audiences.

Instagram is a visual channel. That's why every post must be visually attractive. Make

sure to use the caption to give your prospects more details, including your contact

information.

Instagram is beneficial for small businesses owners becaYou'reuse every post

can include up to 10 images, so it's ideal for showing photos of Your services and

products.



LinkedIn

LinkedIn for small businesses owners is an excellent source for networking And

creating business-to-business contacts.  Make sure to update your profile, and don't

forget to create a business page.

Please note that LinkedIn is a primarily B2B network, so you probably won't find

many real estate prospects. However, it's outstanding in demonstrating your skills and

expertise.

Twitter

Small businesses owners must have a solid social media presence, and that's why it's

vital to identify and understand how to use Twitter to build their brand. Most business

owners have a hard time using Twitter effectively.



Twitter is outstanding in increasing social media engagement. This platform limits

your tweets to 280 characters, so you need to be clear and precise. It's possible to

share up to four images and videos on Twitter.





One advantage of integrating a social sharing tool on your business's website is

that you can tweet your properties effortlessly from your site to your Twitter account.

Pinterest

Pinterest for small businesses owners is a great social media platform. According

to recent studies, more than 45% of Pinterest users use the platform to gather ideas for

a significant life event. People use this channel to decide on home remodeling, furniture

purchases, interior decorating, and more.

Pinterest is widely used by people age 40, where more than half earn more than 50,000

dollars per year. This suggests that, on average, Pinterest users can afford a new

home.

Please note that using proper hashtags on Pinterest is a must. Hashtags help

your prospects find your content easily. We recommend finding the most prevalent

hashtags for real estate, especially for your geographic area, and start creating content

around them.

Pinterest Ad Objectives



Make sure to add a minimum of three hashtags to each post. Avoid putting too

many hashtags as you don't want your posts to look spammy. The perfect range is

between 3 and 10 hashtags for each pin.



YouTube

YouTube is one of the most prosperous social media platforms for small

businesses owners. It's crucial to understand that YouTube is a massive marketing

platform that allows you to reach every audience you demand. Regardless of your

prospect profile, YouTube can help target them.

This social media channel provides content to all age types of audiences, which

is fantastic for small businesses.

If you want to design a YouTube ad, it's imperative to set up a Google Adwords

account. The primary purpose of a YouTube ad is to bring awareness to your brand and

find more leads. There are three types of YouTube ads:

Bumper ads are typically no more than six seconds long, and viewers can't skip

them. They commonly display before, during, or after the video. This type of ad is paid

per thousand impressions.

Discovery ads are displayed near similar YouTube videos. These ads are only

charged when someone clicks on them.



In-Stream ads are the most prevalent ones. They display before, during, or after

a video, and viewers can skip them after five seconds. You only get paid when someone

watches for at least 30 seconds or clicks on the link.

How To Make Effective Ads for your small business?

Now that you know the difference between each social media platform let's

summarize the steps to optimize your ad regardless of where it displays.

Choose the Right Category

Small business owners should target customers by region and interests.

Remember that all digital channels offer a wide variety of categories; choose wisely.

Small businesses owners must narrow their audience by location and don’t forget

to add zip codes.  Make sure to select proper keywords, and on Facebook, it's a good

idea to add relevant websites that you utilize.



Decide your Marketing Goals

If you want to measure your campaign's success, it's essential to decide your

goals. Select what you want your ad to achieve: increase website traffic, boost sales,

promote views, etc.





Marketing goals should be:

● Specific

● Measurable

● Attainable

● Relevant

● And time based

The acronym for this is SMART.

● Specific: you want your marketing goals to be specific So that you can  get the

results that yoU looking for  with minimal waste of resources.   Additionally,

prospects need to know specific and simple language exactly what you are

marketing.

● Measurable:Your marketing goals should be measurable. knowing how much

revenue your marketing campaign is costing, how much revenue is being

generated, how many Impressions you're making, and how much closer you are

to reaching your  marketing goal are all things that need to be measured.



● Attainable: The majority of marketing goals should be short-term, specific, and

attainable.  Smaller attainable  marketing goals are more realistic to reach then

larger goals.

● relevant:  or marketing goals needs to be relevant because if you are marketing

yourself to the wrong target audience then you will not get any results  From your

marketing efforts.

● Time-based: call all your marketing goals used to be time-based. If you do not

have  a specific time limit for your marketing campaigns then what is going to

happen is your marketing cost is going to become a  running expense that could

potentially take you out of business.   On that note, having short attainable goals

help minimize your running expenses and help you reach your goals in a timely

manner.

When planning your marketing strategy, you always want to start with the desired

end result in mind. Then think about how your unique marketing campaign can be used

as a stepping stone to meet your long-term goals.

This could be two weeks, three months, six months, or even one year from now.

Each marketing campaign you have in place between these timeframes will serve as

stepping stones to reach your ultimate goal - 5 years from now.

With that said, SMART goals is a clever goal-setting strategy to help you meet

your short-term goals, thus helping you carry out your real estate marketing plan

efficiently and in a coordinated manner.



Customize your Ads

Small businesses owners should make every ad feel personal.  Ask current

customers for recommendations and showcase them treasuring their new property.

Remember, prospects want to identify with a feeling of happiness and trust.



Finally, regardless of where you publish your advertisements, make sure to use a

simple layout and design. Don't forget to differentiate yourself from the competition by

offering a unique value proposition. Write a concise copy and avoid using too many

negative words.

Remember, it takes time to convert leads, so start advertising today. Successful

Small business owners work hard to engage with their audience every day.


